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ABSTRACT
This study examines cloud responses to global warming using a global nonhydrostatic model with two different cloud microphysics schemes. The cloud microphysics schemes tested here are the single- and doublemoment schemes with six water categories: these schemes are referred to as NSW6 and NDW6, respectively.
Simulations of one year for NSW6 and one boreal summer for NDW6 are performed using the nonhydrostatic
icosahedral atmospheric model with a mesh size of approximately 14 km. NSW6 and NDW6 exhibit similar
changes in the visible cloud fraction under conditions of global warming. The longwave (LW) cloud radiative
feedbacks in NSW6 and NDW6 are within the upper half of the phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP5)–Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project 2 (CFMIP2) range. The LW cloud radiative
feedbacks are mainly attributed to cirrus clouds, which prevail more in the tropics under global warming
conditions. For NDW6, the LW cloud radiative feedbacks from cirrus clouds also extend to midlatitudes. The
changes in cirrus clouds and their effects on LW cloud radiative forcing (LWCRF) are assessed based on
changes in the effective radii of ice hydrometeors (Rei ) and the cloud fraction. It was determined that an increase
in Rei has a nonnegligible impact on LWCRF compared with an increase in cloud fraction.
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Clouds play an important role in the energy balance of
the atmosphere (e.g., Hartmann et al. 1992), and their
response to global warming is the most uncertain factor in
estimations of climate sensitivity. It has been reported
that the uncertainty of climate predictions is mainly derived from the uncertainty of cloud feedbacks in general
circulation models (GCMs; Soden and Held 2006;
Dufresne and Bony 2008; Vial et al. 2013). By analyzing
the phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
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Project (CMIP5) dataset, Vial et al. (2013) indicated
that the large spread of cloud feedbacks in models,
especially cloud feedbacks in the tropics, is the main
contributor to uncertainties in climate sensitivity. The
large cloud radiative feedback spread in models
originates from GCM-simulated cloud uncertainties,
which includes uncertainties in the properties of liquid
and ice hydrometeors. In particular, by analyzing
CMIP5 models, a large spread in simulated cloud ice
has been reported (Waliser et al. 2009; Li et al. 2012).
This is thought to be a result of the choice and combination of cloud and convective parameterization
schemes in CMIP5.
The explicit use of cloud microphysics schemes in
high-resolution global models may lead to more consistent reproductions of the distributions of liquid and
ice hydrometeors (Tomita 2008; Seiki et al. 2015a). In
addition to cloud water and cloud ice, precipitating hydrometeors such as rain, snow, and graupel should be
explicitly calculated over resolvable grid scales because
of the importance of the recently recognized radiative
effects of precipitating hydrometeors (e.g., Li et al. 2012,
2013). Using the Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM; Tomita and Satoh 2004; Soden
et al. 2008), the cloud processes of which are calculated
solely using a cloud microphysics scheme without convective parameterization, the simulated cloud ice distributions are consistent with those obtained from
satellite observations (Kodama et al. 2012; Hashino
et al. 2013; Roh and Satoh 2014; Seiki et al. 2015b).
Multiple sensitivity studies estimating cloud responses
to global warming have been conducted using NICAM
(Collins and Satoh 2009; Satoh et al. 2012; Tsushima
et al. 2014; Noda et al. 2014). The responses of high
clouds to the global warming simulated by NICAM are
consistently different from those simulated by conventional GCMs (Bretherton 2015). NICAM simulations
indicate that high clouds in the tropics increase, whereas
the ice water path (IWP) decreases (Collins and Satoh
2009; Satoh et al. 2012). Noda et al. (2014) revealed that
the change in the high cloud fraction is mainly due to relatively smaller clouds, which are not resolved by conventional GCMs. Tsushima et al. (2014) found that the large
longwave (LW) cloud feedbacks in NICAM are mainly
attributed to an increase in high clouds and that the cloud
response to global warming in NICAM is strongly correlated with the positive biases in atmospheric temperature
and the amount of cirrus clouds in the present climate.
Recently, two different bulk cloud microphysics
schemes have been implemented in NICAM: the single
moment of six water categories scheme (NSW6; Tomita
2008) and the double moment of six water categories
scheme (NDW6; Seiki and Nakajima 2014; Seiki et al.
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2015a). Cloud behaviors in the present climate in NSW6
and comparisons with various satellite observations
have been studied by Kodama et al. (2012) and Hashino
et al. (2013). The warm bias in the present atmospheric
temperature, which is present in the tropical upper troposphere in NSW6, is reduced in NDW6 by improving
the simulated cirrus fraction, cloud-top height, and
consequent cloud-radiative effects (Seiki et al. 2015b).
Although the cloud responses to global warming in
NICAM are correlated with the present-climate biases
in atmospheric temperature and simulated cirrus clouds
(Tsushima et al. 2014), how the cloud responses to global
warming act with different cloud microphysics schemes
has not been tested. The aim of this study is to reveal
whether the cloud responses, especially of cirrus clouds,
to the global warming in NICAM are robust when different cloud microphysics schemes, NSW6 and NDW6,
are implemented in NICAM. We also aim to investigate
how clouds respond to global warming for different
cloud microphysics schemes implemented in NICAM:
NSW6 and NDW6. In particular, we focus on changes in
high clouds. We examine cloud feedbacks and compare
our results with CMIP5 and the Cloud Feedback Model
Intercomparison Project 2 (CFMIP2) using a cloud radiative kernel proposed by Zelinka et al. (2012). Because the
available integration time is limited, we mainly discuss the
LW cloud feedbacks, which exhibit a smaller seasonal dependency compared with shortwave (SW) cloud feedbacks.
We also discuss the difference in the two cloud microphysics
schemes with regard to the change in LW cloud radiative
forcing (LWCRF) caused by global warming.
This is the first attempt to examine cloud responses to
global warming with a double-moment cloud microphysics scheme implemented in a high-resolution global
model without convective parameterization. We investigate the sensitivity of cloud changes to the cloud
microphysics scheme and the effect of the change in high
clouds on the atmospheric energy balance. In section 2,
we introduce the method used. The results are described
in section 3. A discussion is provided in section 4, and
concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2. Method
a. Model and cloud microphysics schemes
Simulations are conducted using NICAM (Tomita
and Satoh 2004; Soden et al. 2008), implemented with
the following two cloud microphysics schemes: the single moment (NSW6; Tomita 2008) and double moment
of six water categories schemes (NDW6; Seiki and
Nakajima 2014; Seiki et al. 2015a). NICAM simulates
clouds over the global domain for all grid points with
explicit microphysical processes but without a cumulus
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TABLE 1. The 18 models in CMIP3 used for making the boundary condition in both NSW6 and NDW6.
Model

Institute

BCCR-BCM2.0
CCCma CGCM3.1
CCCma CGCM3.1-T63
CNRM-CM3
CSIRO-Mk3.0
GFDL CM2.0
GFDL CM2.1
GISS-AOM
INM-CM3.0
IPSL-CM4
MIROC3.2 (hires)
MIROC3.2 (medres)
MIUB ECHO-G

Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, Norway
Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis, Canada
Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis, Canada
Météo-France/Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques, France
CSIRO Atmospheric Research, Australia
U.S. Dept. for Commerce/NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, United States
U.S. Dept. for Commerce/NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, United States
NASA/Goddard Institute for Space Studies, United States
Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France
Center for Climate System Research (University of Tokyo), National Institute for Environmental Studies,
and Frontier Research Center for Global Change (JAMSTEC), Japan
Meteorological Institute of the University of Bonn, Meteorological Research Institute of KMA and Data
Group, Germany/South Korea
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany
Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
National Center for Atmospheric Research, United States
Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office, United Kingdom
Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office, United Kingdom

MPI ECHAM5
MRI-CGCM2.3.2A
NCAR CCSM3.0
UKMO HadCM3
UKMO HadGEM1

parameterization. The modeling grid domain has a
horizontal mesh interval of approximately 14 km and 40
vertical layers up to 40 km in altitude. Although a 14-km
horizontal resolution is not sufficient to resolve the
structure of individual cumulus clouds, the global-scale
statistical properties of clouds can be reproduced (Satoh
et al. 2010; Iga et al. 2011; Kodama et al. 2012; Noda
et al. 2012). Analysis of the 3.5-km mesh NICAM simulation by Hashino et al. (2013) showed that the cloud
statistical properties are consistent between the 3.5-km
and 14-km simulations. Since this study mainly examines
cloud statistics, we expect that the cloud statistics can be
represented by this kind of horizontal resolution. Although it is still unknown whether the cloud statistics
converge if the model resolution is increased, this study
focuses on the categorical differences and similarities
between the two cloud microphysics schemes.
Both NSW6 and NDW6 solve the mass concentrations
of six types of water categories: water vapor, cloud water,
cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel. In addition, NDW6
predicts the number concentrations of each hydrometeor,
which are cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel.
The advantage to using NICAM with explicit cloud microphysics processes and without a cumulus parameterization is that all of the hydrological cycles are consistently
represented, including precipitating hydrometeors and
cloud–radiative interactions, for both liquid and ice
clouds, and its importance has very recently been recognized for GCMs (e.g., Li et al. 2012, 2013).

b. Experimental settings
The initial and boundary conditions for the present
climate and future climate are described here. The

initial conditions for the present climate in this study are
similar to those used by Yamada et al. (2010), Kodama
et al. (2012), and Noda et al. (2015). The initial dates for
the present and future climate are 1 June and 1 May
2004, respectively. The start date in the analysis is 1 June
considering a one-month spinup period for the future
climate. A slab ocean model with 15-m depth is employed, and the sea surface temperature (SST) is nudged
toward the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Reynolds optimally interpolated
weekly SST (Reynolds et al. 2002) for the present climate run. The nudging relaxation time was 7 days. The
slab ocean model is employed herein because better
geographical distributions of the precipitation can be
found in NICAM (Kodama et al. 2015). The sea ice
concentration (SIC) is constrained to the monthly mean
HadISST1 (Rayner et al. 2003) from the NCEP final
reanalysis dataset (NCEP-FNL; http://rda.ucar.edu/
datasets/ds083.2/). The SST and SIC for the warming
experiment are created by the method proposed by
Mizuta et al. (2008) by using the ensemble mean of 18
models, which are listed in Table 1, from phase 3 of the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3). The
SST and SIC for the warming experiment add the difference between the future climate average (2075–99)
and the present climate average (1979–2009), which
shows an El Niño–like SST pattern. For details of the
SST difference distribution, please see Fig. 1d of
Yamada et al. (2010). The CO2 concentration is
348 ppmv for the present climate, and doubled for the
future climate.
Two datasets with the same initial and boundary
conditions mentioned above are prepared with different
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cloud microphysics schemes, NSW6 and NDW6. Because of a limitation in computational resources, the
data length for analysis for NSW6 is one year, whereas
the data length for NDW6 is the boreal summer from
June to August. For the NSW6 simulation, two integration durations were used: one year (NSW6ANNUAL) and the boreal summer (NSW6-JJA). The
comparison between NSW6-ANNUAL and NSW6-JJA
is applied to show the seasonal variation. Then, we
compared the results between NSW6-JJA and the boreal summer with NDW6 (NDW6-JJA) to show the
differences/similarities between the NSW6 and NDW6
schemes.

c. Analysis method
The aim of this study is to investigate cloud responses
to global warming and the associated cloud radiative
feedbacks. We analyze numerical results with two
cloud microphysics schemes, NSW6 and NDW6, and
compare their cloud feedbacks, with those of multiensemble CMIP5/CFMIP2 (http://cfmip.metoffice.
com/) simulations using the same cloud radiative kernel platform proposed by Zelinka et al. (2012). Using
this radiative kernel, the cloud feedbacks associated
with each type of cloud fraction change, based on the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP; Schiffer and Rossow 1983; Rossow and
Schiffer 1999), can be consistently compared with the
CMIP5/CFMIP2 GCM results. Note that we use the
five models that provide ISCCP output dataset, which
are also called CFMIP2 and are the same data used in
Zelinka et al. (2013), to make our comparison. The
cloud radiative feedbacks in models may be strongly
dependent on the radiative transfer model implemented in the model while the cloud radiative kernel calculates the cloud radiative feedbacks directly
from the cloud fraction change (Zelinka et al. 2012);
thus, this cloud radiative kernel is chosen in this study.
How the representation of cloud feedbacks depends on
the radiative transfer models implemented in models
has been discussed in Zelinka et al. (2012). That study
demonstrated a discrepancy in the cloud radiative
feedbacks calculated by the partial radiative perturbation (PRP) method (Shell et al. 2008; Satoh et al.
2008) and by their cloud radiative kernel. Zelinka et al.
(2012) demonstrated that the cloud radiative feedbacks
are sensitive in models containing radiative transfer
models that are not the Fu–Liou model, because the
cloud radiative kernel is constructed by the Fu–Liou
model. The radiative transfer model in NICAM is
mstrnX (Sekiguchi and Nakajima 2008), so a discrepancy between the cloud feedbacks calculated by the
PRP method and by the cloud radiative kernel can be
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expected. As the present study focuses on the cloud
radiative feedbacks contributed by the cloud fraction
change itself and we wish to ignore the effect of the
radiative transfer models, we chose the cloud radiative
kernel proposed by Zelinka et al. (2012) for use in our
analysis. Also, the analysis of the cloud radiative kernel
is based on the output of the ISCCP simulator (Klein
and Jakob 1999; Webb et al. 2001) implemented
in NICAM.

3. Results
a. Cloud distributions
Figures 1a–f show the horizontal visible [cloud optical
depth (COD) . 0.3] cloud fraction distributions, which
are converted for ISCCP simulator output, for the
present climate and the response between the present
and warming conditions for the simulations with NSW6ANNUAL, NSW6-JJA, and NDW6-JJA. The ISCCP
D1 visible cloud observations averaged from June 2004
to May 2005 and averaged from June to August (JJA)
2004 are plotted in Figs. 1g and 1h, respectively, as a
reference. In the present climate, the global cloud distributions are similar for NSW6-ANNUAL (Fig. 1a),
NSW6-JJA (Fig. 1b), and NDW6-JJA (Fig. 1c) but have
different magnitudes. Large cloud fractions appear in
the northern Pacific, the tropics, and the southern latitudinal belt between 308 and 608S. Although the
patterns of NSW6-ANNUAL, NSW6-JJA, and NDW6JJA are similar to one another, the magnitudes are different. For example, the cloud fractions in the southern
latitudinal belt between 308 and 608S and at the North
Pole (where low clouds are dominant) in NDW6-JJA
are larger than those in NSW6-JJA by 20%–30%. The
cloud fractions in the tropical region, where high clouds
mainly dominate, in NDW6-JJA are 10%–20% smaller
than those in NSW6-JJA. Comparing the NSW6ANNUAL with the one-year ISCCP observation
(Fig. 1g), NSW6-ANNUAL underestimates the global
mean cloud fraction by about 28% compared with
ISCCP. In addition, both NSW6-JJA and NDW6-JJA
underestimate the global mean cloud fraction in the
present climate when comparing the ISCCP cloud
fraction in the boreal summer, as illustrated in Fig. 1h.
The seasonal global mean cloud fraction in NSW6 fluctuates within 2%, from 53% to 55%, which is nonnegligible. Although seasonal variation in the cloud
fraction is nonnegligible, it does not affect our qualitative analysis of the cloud radiative feedbacks because a
similar pattern of cloud distribution remains. The underestimation of cloud fraction in NICAM is similar to
the commonly observed bias in the ensemble mean of
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FIG. 1. Visible cloud fraction distributions in the present climate in (a) NSW6-ANNUAL, (b) NSW6-JJA, and (c) NDW6-JJA, and its
response to global warming for (d) NSW6-ANNUAL, (e) NSW6-JJA, and (f) NDW6-JJA. (g) Plots of ISCCP D1 observations averaged
from June to August 2004.

CMIP3/5 models (Klein et al. 2013) although the negative bias is especially due to underestimating low clouds,
which can also be obtained by other NICAM experiments (e.g., Kodama et al. 2012, 2015).
The cloud responses of the cloud fraction to global
warming for NSW6-ANNUAL, NSW6-JJA, and
NDW6-JJA are plotted in Figs. 1d, 1e, and 1f, respectively. The response of the cloud fraction geographical distributions to global warming is similar
between NSW6-ANNUAL and NSW6-JJA although
the magnitude is different, such as the global mean
value. Subsequently, if we compare the NSW6-JJA and
NDW6-JJA simulations, we find that the response in
NDW6-JJA is stronger than that in NSW6-JJA. The
cloud responses to global warming in the tropics are
regionally different between NSW6 and NDW6. For
example, around the Philippine region, the cloud fraction decreases for NSW6-JJA whereas that for NDW6JJA increases. On the west coast of southern America, a
prominent decrease in cloud fraction is observed for

NDW6-JJA whereas that for NSW6-JJA increases.
These differences in cloud fraction are primarily caused
by the high cloud fraction change in this region (figures
not shown).
The global mean ISCCP cloud fraction, categorized
by COD and cloud-top pressure (CTP) for the present
climate, and its response to global warming are plotted
in Fig. 2. The cloud distributions of the present climate
in NSW6-ANNUAL, NSW6-JJA, and NDW6-JJA are
plotted in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c, respectively, and their
responses to global warming are plotted in Figs. 2d, 2e,
and 2f, respectively. In addition, the ISCCP D1 observations averaged from June 2004 to May 2005 and averaged from June 2004 to August 2004 are plotted in
Figs. 2g and 2h, respectively. We initially focus on the
comparison between NSW6-ANNUAL and NSW6JJA. The global mean ISCCP cloud fraction and the
response to global warming of NSW6-ANNUAL and
NSW6-JJA are similar. In the present climate, large
cloud fractions of high, thin clouds and small cloud
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FIG. 2. Global mean cloud distribution in the ISCCP diagram. (a)–(c) The ISCCP distribution for NSW6-ANNUAL, NSW6-JJA, and
NDW6-JJA, respectively. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but showing the response of the ISCCP distribution to global warming. The values plotted
are global mean cloud fractions of each cloud type. The ISCCP D1 observations (g) averaged from June 2004 to May 2005 and
(h) averaged from June 2004 to August 2004. Units are %.

fractions of low clouds appear in both NSW6-ANNUAL
and NSW6-JJA compared with the ISCCP observations.
High clouds in NSW6 and NDW6 are ;3.5% and ;2%
more than ISCCP D1 observations, respectively, and
low clouds in NSW6 and NDW6 are ;10% and ;9%
less than ISCCP D1 observations, respectively. Global
warming leads to a significant increase in high, thin
clouds. Seasonal variations in high cloud fractions in
ISCCP are small compared with NSW6-ANNUAL and
NSW6-JJA. As systematic biases in GCMs appear over
short integration times within a few months (Williams
et al. 2013) and we do not observe any large seasonal
variation between NSW6-ANNAUL and NSW6-JJA,
the 3-month averaged cloud fractions likely represent
characteristic cloud behavior in both NSW6 and NDW6.
In the following analysis, we use NSW6-JJA and
NDW6-JJA to compare different cloud microphysics
schemes.
Upon investigation of the global mean ISCCP distribution in the present climate between NSW6-JJA and

NDW6-JJA, as shown in Fig. 2, we first note that the
overall structures are similar. We found that the uppermost clouds, including cirrus clouds (high and thin
clouds), generally increase, whereas low clouds generally decrease following global warming for both NSW6JJA and NDW6-JJA. This prominent increase in cirrus
clouds has been noted in other experiments with
NICAM (Satoh et al. 2012; Tsushima et al. 2014; Noda
et al. 2014). Although cirrus clouds prominently increase
when the atmosphere warms, detailed cloud response
behaviors are found to be different between NSW6-JJA
and NDW6-JJA. In NSW6-JJA, the increase in the cirrus cloud fraction is mainly dominated by the increase in
the uppermost and thinnest clouds; however, for
NDW6-JJA, there is an increase in both the uppermost
cloud fraction and in the cloud fractions with CODs
between 0.3 and 3.6 and CTPs from 310 to 180 hPa. Note
that the midlevel clouds are more sensitive in NDW6JJA than in NSW6-JJA; however, we mainly focus on
upper clouds in the following discussion.
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FIG. 3. The global mean SW, LW, and net cloud feedbacks
corresponding to all clouds and each type of cloud when clouds are
classified by CTP and COD. The results of NSW6-ANNUAL
(triangles), NSW6-JJA (stars), NDW6-JJA (circles), and CMIP5/
CFMIP2 average (diamonds) are plotted. Note the small dots indicate each member of the CMIP5/CFMIP2 models (by courtesy of
Dr. Zelinka).

b. Cloud feedbacks
The global mean SW, LW, and net cloud feedbacks
for NSW6-ANNUAL, NSW6-JJA, NDW6-JJA, and the
CMIP5/CFMIP2 average are plotted in Fig. 3. The total
SW, LW, and net cloud feedbacks and the contribution
of each type of clouds are also shown. Here, clouds are
categorized by the ISCCP classification of CTP (high
clouds, CTP # 440 hPa; middle clouds, 440 hPa #
CTP , 680 hPa; low clouds, 680 hPa # CTP , 1000 hPa)
and COD (thin clouds, 0.3 # COD , 3.6; medium
clouds, 3.6 # COD , 23; thick clouds, 23 # COD). The
seasonal variation in SW cloud feedbacks can be obtained by comparing the SW cloud feedbacks for both
NSW6-ANNUAL and NSW6-JJA. This seasonal variation in SW cloud feedbacks comes from high and low
clouds and thin to medium clouds. The seasonal variation
in SW cloud feedbacks can be found when comparing the
SW cloud feedbacks for both NSW6-ANNUAL and
NDW6-JJA. This seasonal variation in SW cloud feedbacks comes from high and low clouds and thin to medium clouds. In contrast, the seasonal variation in LW
cloud feedbacks is less pronounced than the SW cloud
feedbacks, which confirms that LW cloud feedbacks can
be analyzed by using the JJA datasets. Note that the
behaviors of LW cloud feedbacks are similar in CMIP3/
CFMIP1 and CMIP5/CFMIP2.
Our discussion will focus on the LW cloud feedbacks,
which have smaller seasonal variation and can be analyzed with NICAM from the shorter JJA dataset for
both NSW6-JJA and NDW6-JJA, because in this study
we are interested in a comparison of the cloud behavior
of NSW6 and NDW6. Figure 3 shows that LW cloud
feedbacks for both NSW6 and NDW6 are within the
uncertainty of the CMIP5/CFMIP2 model ensemble. An

FIG. 4. LW cloud feedbacks on ISCCP diagrams estimated from the
cloud radiative kernel, for (a) NSW6-JJA and (b) NDW6-JJA.

exception is for thin clouds, for which the LW cloud
feedbacks in NSW6 and NDW6 are larger than the
CMIP5/CFMIP2model ensembles. Changes in thin
clouds contribute to only a small fraction of the LW
cloud feedbacks in CMIP3/CFMIP1 models (Zelinka
et al. 2012).
Figure 4 displays the global mean LW cloud feedbacks
for each category of the ISCCP matrix for NSW6-JJA
(Fig. 4a) and NDW6-JJA (Fig. 4b). These results demonstrate that the LW cloud feedbacks are mostly attributed to cirrus clouds (high and thin clouds) in both
NSW6-JJA and NDW6-JJA, although nonnegligible
contributions from the other cloud categories are apparent (e.g., low and medium clouds for NDW6-JJA and
high and medium to thick clouds for NSW6-JJA and
NDW6-JJA). In more detail, this large cirrus cloud
contribution to LW cloud feedbacks is dominated by
high-top clouds with CTP , 180 hPa for both NSW6JJA and NDW6-JJA. For NSW6-JJA (Fig. 4a), clouds
with CTP , 180 hPa and COD , 3.6 contribute to
positive LW cloud feedbacks, whereas clouds with
180 hPa , CTP contribute to negative LW cloud feedbacks. For NDW6-JJA (Fig. 4b), clouds with CTP ,
310 hPa contribute to positive LW cloud feedbacks,
whereas clouds with CTP , 180 hPa and 1.3 , COD ,
3.6 contribute slightly negative LW cloud feedbacks.
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FIG. 5. The zonal mean distribution of cirrus cloud changes (red
lines) and LW cloud feedbacks contributed by cirrus clouds
changes (blue lines) for (a) NSW6-JJA and (b) NDW6-JJA.

This difference is consistent with the difference in cloud
fraction response to a warming atmosphere, as shown in
Figs. 2e and 2f. High cloud properties simulated by 7and 14-km simulations in NICAM and their responses to
global warming have been examined by Noda et al.
(2014). They found that model-resolvable high cloud
sizes are more appropriately simulated by NICAM as
the horizontal resolution increases. They also found
that, under the global warming, the increase in high
clouds with size smaller than 50 km has strongest impact
on the increase in LW cloud radiative forcing, which
may lead the cloud feedbacks in NICAM are larger than
conventional GCMs.
Some studies have estimated the cloud feedbacks
from observational data. Mauritsen and Stevens (2014)
argued that the LW cloud feedbacks should be negative
by analyzing regression between LWCRF and SST due
to the ‘‘iris effect.’’ This iris effect, which argued the
cloud coverage should decrease under the global
warming condition, is not observed in the results of
NICAM. Noda et al. (2014) showed that the coverage of
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high clouds increases under the global warming condition. On the other hand, Zhou et al. (2014) showed that
the LW cloud feedbacks attributed by cirrus cloud
0.20 6 0.21 W m22 K by analyzing CALIPSO observations and indicated that the LW cloud feedbacks
attributed by cirrus cloud are underestimated by most
of conventional GCM. Results shown in this study are
consistent with the later study. Furthermore, Noda et al.
(2016) revealed that, under the global warming, the
emissivity change in small high clouds is important, and
to simulate small high cloud is necessary for getting a
better understanding of cloud feedbacks.
In Fig. 4, both NSW6-JJA and NDW6-JJA showed
large negative LW cloud radiative feedbacks attributed
to low-medium clouds (COD between 306 and 23 and
CTP lower than 680 hPa). This pattern is related to the
large cloud fraction decrease in this cloud category in
both NSW6 and NDW6 (Figs. 2e and 2f). Moreover,
both NSW6 and NDW6 have negative biases in the
cloud fraction of this category compared to ISCCP observations (Fig. 1). The low to medium clouds in models
are strongly related to the boundary layer conditions
and are complex. Some studies have revealed, by using
conventional models such as CMIP3 and CMIP5, that
there is a relationship between the negative bias of the
low clouds and high clouds and demonstrated that
models with fewer low clouds may allow more high
clouds to exist: these models are then more sensitive to
global warming (Fasullo and Trenberth 2012; Sherwood
et al. 2014). In NICAM, Noda et al. (2012) conducted a
sensitivity study on how the turbulence scheme modulated the low and high clouds by using 14-km NICAM
simulations. They found that the cloud fraction of low
and high clouds is sensitive to the state (saturated or
unsaturated) of the grid cells. When the condition of
the grid cell is assumed to be saturated (unsaturated),
the number of low clouds decreases (increases) and the
number of high clouds increases (decreases) in NICAM.
They also indicated that the formation of high clouds
cannot be simply explained by a change in the vertical
transportation of water vapor, although there is a
prominent increase (decrease) in high clouds (low
clouds) in the experiment in which the grid cell is assumed to be saturated. The issue of how the boundary
schemes affect cloud formation is beyond the scope of
the present study and should be explored in the
near future.
Figure 5 shows the zonal mean distributions of cirrus
cloud (high and thin cloud) change and LW cloud
feedbacks, which are attributed to cirrus clouds, for
NSW6-JJA and NDW6-JJA (Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively). Note that we extracted out the LW cloud
feedbacks, which are calculated by the cloud radiative
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TABLE 2. List of cloud fraction changes in cirrus clouds and LW cloud feedback contributed by cirrus clouds within the tropical region
(308N–308S) and outside of the tropical region for NSW6-JJA and NDW6-JJA. The units for cloud fraction change and LW cloud
feedback are % and W m22 K21, respectively.

NSW6-JJA
NDW6-JJA

Cloud_trop.

Cloud_out_trop.

LWFB_trop.

LWFB_out_trop

1.05
0.80

20.04
0.33

0.37
0.27

0.00
0.12

kernel, attributed by cirrus cloud changes shown in
Fig. 4, and plotted the zonal mean distributions of the
cirrus LW cloud feedbacks of NSW6 and NDW6 in
Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. For NSW6-JJA, the cirrus
cloud fraction significantly increases in the tropics and,
as a result, the LW cloud feedbacks attributed to cirrus
clouds are mostly dominant in the tropics. In contrast to
NSW6-JJA, although the NDW6-JJA cirrus cloud
fraction changes mainly in the tropics, appreciable
changes occur in the midlatitudes. This means that the
LW cloud feedbacks from cirrus clouds dominate in the
tropics, although they are nonnegligible in the midlatitudes. Table 2 summarizes the values of the cirrus
cloud fraction change and cirrus clouds contributing to
the LW cloud feedbacks within the tropics (308N–308S)
and outside of that area. Our results indicate that the
characteristics of the cirrus cloud fraction change for
NSW6-JJA are different from those of NDW6-JJA,
suggesting that the cloud responses to global warming
are different between the simulations with NSW6-JJA
and NDW6-JJA. We explore the mechanism of the
difference between the two schemes in the next section.

4. Discussion
In the previous section, we demonstrated that large
LW cloud feedbacks for both NSW6 and NDW6 are due
to the increase in cirrus clouds in the tropics. Tsushima
et al. (2014) found that the strength of the cloud radiative feedbacks is strongly correlated with the tropical
high cloud fraction in the present climate. The tropical
high cloud fraction is thought to be affected by detailed
ice cloud microphysical processes. Here, we analyze the
tropical cirrus cloud microphysics characteristics in
NSW6 and NDW6. In particular, we focus on the distribution of IWP and ice optical depth (ti ), and their
relation to the effective radius of ice particles (especially
for snow and cloud ice) and the emissivity.
We use the probability density function [PDF;
P(log10 IWP)] that satisfies
ð 30N
30S

IWP 3 P(log10 IWP),
that represents
ð 30N
30S

IWP 3 P(log10 IWP)d(log10 IWP) 5 tropical mean

to evaluate the ice cloud fraction and the total amount of
ice matters in each IWP bin simulated by NSW6-JJA and
NDW6-JJA. The results are compared with IWP collected
by CloudSat (the 2B-CWC-RO data; Austin and Stephens
2001; Austin et al. 2009). Note that the IWP data collected
by CloudSat are averaged from 2007 to 2011 as a reference
climatological state. Figures 6a and 6b show the PDF and
the weighted distribution of the PDF, respectively, and the
responses of the PDF and the weighted distribution of
PDF to global warming are plotted in Figs. 6c and 6d,
respectively. NDW6 generally reproduces a better PDF
and weighted PDF distribution than NSW6, as illustrated
in Figs. 6a and 6b. This result is consistent with that of Seiki
et al. (2015a). They revealed that the cross section of ice
water content in NSW6 is similar to NDW6, whereas the
ice content in NSW6 is half of that in NDW6. We speculate that double-moment bulk schemes generally produce
more ice hydrometeors than single-moment bulk schemes
do. Milbrandt and Yau (2005) and Shipway and Hill
(2012) demonstrated that single-moment bulk schemes
are likely to lose the liquid water path rapidly through
precipitation processes; thus, subsequent ice-cloud processes do not develop sufficiently when using singlemoment schemes. The superiority of double-moment
schemes has been argued previously by Igel et al. (2015).
We now focus on the cirrus cloud range in the IWP
diagrams. As a reference, the upper boundary of IWP for
cirrus clouds in the ISCCP category is marked as black
dotted lines in Figs. 6a–d; moreover, the upper bound of
IWP is 90 g m22, which corresponds approximately to a
COD value of 3.6 assuming that the typical cloud effective radius is 40 mm, as shown in Eq. (1) below:
ti 5

P(log10 IWP)d log10 IWP 5 1,

and the weighted distribution of IWP, which is

3 IWP
,
2 ri Rei

(1)

where ti is the optical depth of ice clouds and ri and Rei
are the ice particle density and ice particle effective
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FIG. 6. The (a) unweighted and (b) weighted PDF of IWP in the tropical region for NSW6-JJA, NDW6-JJA, and
observations (CloudSat). Also shown are the response to atmospheric warming of the (c) unweighted and
(d) weighted PDF of IWP for NSW6-JJA and NDW6-JJA.

radius, respectively. Note that t i in NDW6-JJA is calculated using IWP and Rei , which are prognostically
evaluated by the double-moment cloud microphysics
scheme (Seiki et al. 2014), whereas Rei in NSW6 is fixed
as 40 mm. Note that the Rei of ice matter in the analysis of
LW cloud feedbacks using the cloud radiative kernel is
fixed at 30 mm and does not change due to the global
warming, but it is still a useful tool for analyzing cloud
radiative feedbacks quantitatively. Vertical profiles of
the ice water content and Rei , simulated by NDW6, were
statistically evaluated by comparison to the CALIPSO
and CloudSat satellite observations, and were found to
be slightly underestimated for cirrus clouds (Seiki
et al. 2015b).
According to Tsushima et al. (2014), the strong LW
cloud feedbacks for NSW6-JJA and NDW6-JJA are
expected to be induced by relatively larger high cloud

fractions. Note that both NSW6 and NDW6 simulated
more high clouds than the ISCCP observations
(Fig. 2). As shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, the simulations
with both NSW6 and NDW6 produce more cloud
fraction in the IWP cirrus cloud range and less IWP in
the entire range of IWP compared with the CloudSat
observation, although NDW6 simulations are in relatively better agreement with the CloudSat observation. Thus, our results are consistent with the findings
of Tsushima et al. (2014). Concerning the global
warming response, our results show that the cirrus
cloud fraction increases in the tropics for both NSW6
and NDW6 (Fig. 6c).
The larger LW cloud feedback in our results (see
Fig. 3) may be related to the larger cirrus cloud
fraction in the present climate and the increase in
cirrus cloud fraction resulting from global warming.
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Compared with the CloudSat observations, both
NSW6 and NDW6 overestimate the occurrence of
cirrus, as illustrated in Fig. 6a, where the IWP is less
than 90 g m22: the increase in cirrus clouds can be
mainly attributed to thin clouds with IWP less than
30 g m22 whereas there is a slight decrease in the IWP
range from 30 to 90 g m22. Comparing Figs. 6b and 6d,
the increase in cirrus clouds is sensitive to changes in
the amount of IWP. Berry and Mace (2014) found that
cirrus clouds with an IWP of less than 200 g m22 play
an important role in LW heating at the top of the
atmosphere, and the LW heating due to cirrus
clouds is mostly attributed to cirrus clouds with a
small IWP range from 5 to 60 g m22. Hence, we examine the LW radiative effect of ice clouds as a
function of IWP.
We first demonstrated how the simulation of t i in
NSW6 differs from that in NDW6 as a function of
IWP. The relationship between IWP and t i is given in
Eq. (1). From this equation, t i of NSW6 is expected to
be different from that of NDW6 at the same IWP since
Rei in NSW6 is fixed as 40 mm, whereas Rei is predicted
at every time step in NDW6. In the following analysis,
to focus on the characteristics of cirrus clouds, we
exclude graupel from the column values of ice microphysical parameters and only cloud ice and snow
are used.
We examine how t i changes as a function of IWP
using Eq. (1): the results are plotted in Fig. 7. Figure 7a
shows the relation between t i and IWP for NSW6-JJA
and NDW6-JJA in the present climate and under a
warming climate. Note that the relationship between ti
and IWP for NSW6 does not change when the atmosphere warms, because Rei in NSW6 is fixed; in contrast, for NDW6, this relationship changes in the
atmosphere because Rei is predicted. Figure 7b shows
the response of the IWP–t i relationship in NDW6JJA. In Fig. 7a, NSW6 clearly produces a larger optical
depth than NDW6 at the same IWP, and the difference
between NSW6 and NDW6 becomes larger as IWP
increases. The ti contribution of snow is nonnegligible
in NICAM. Figure 7b indicates that ti decreases at the
same IWP when the atmosphere warms. This finding
suggests that Rei becomes larger when the atmosphere
warms. Our results also show that the global mean Rei
becomes larger when the atmosphere warms (figures
not shown).
To understand the relationship between the changes
in t i and the LWCRF, we use a diagnostic method for
cirrus cloud emissivity, as proposed by Fu and Liou
(1993):
«(t i ) 5 1 2 exp(2at i ) ,

(2)
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FIG. 7. The relationship between IWP and ti . (a) The results of
each analysis. NSW6 is shown in red. NDW6-JJA, which is the
result of cloud ice and snow for the present climate, is shown in
purple. NDW6-JJA, the results from cloud ice and snow in the
warming climate, is shown in yellow. NDW6-JJA, which is the
result for snow in the present climate, is shown in blue. Finally,
NDW6-JJA, the results from snow during the warming climate, is
shown in green. (b) The response to global warming for NDW6JJA. The change resulting from cloud ice and snow is plotted in
blue and that attributed to snow is plotted in green. Note that the
black vertical dotted-and-dashed line indicates the upper limit of
cirrus clouds.

where « is the emissivity, a 5 0.79, t i is given as a function of IWP, and Rei is as given in Eq. (1). Figure 8 illustrates how « varies as a function of IWP. As in Fig. 7,
« does not change in NSW6 in response to a warming
atmosphere at the same IWP because Rei is fixed. In
contrast, « changes in NDW6, because Rei is predicted.
Similarly to Fig. 7, both the cloud ice and snow relationship between « and Rei and that between « and Rei
of snow in NDW6 shown here reveal the contribution of
snow in NICAM. The contribution from snow appears
to be important. The response of « to the warming atmosphere in NDW6 is plotted in Fig. 8b. In Fig. 8a,
« simulated with NDW6 is smaller than that with NSW6
at the same IWP in the region where IWP is larger than
10 g m22. The emissivity almost saturates as « 5 0.99 at
IWP 5 150 g m22 for NSW6 and IWP 5 450 g m22 for
NDW6. As shown in Fig. 8b, « for NDW6 decreases
when the atmosphere warms. As before, this is because
of the increase in Rei in response to the warming atmosphere for NDW6.
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how LWCRF changes when Rei changes. Assuming a
single layer radiative transfer model and neglecting atmospheric absorption, LWCRF can be roughly estimated as follows (Liou 2002):
LWCRF 5 h 3 « 3 s 3 (Ts4 2 Tc4 ) ,

(3)

where Ts and Tc are the surface temperature and the
cloud-top temperature, respectively, h is the cloud
fraction, and s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant,
5:67 3 1028 W m22 K24. To evaluate how «, the cloud
fraction, and the surface temperature response
to global warming affect the LWCRF response to
global warming, the change in LWCRF can be deconstructed as


›LWCRF
›LWCRF
dLWCRF 5
 Dh 1
 D«
›h
›«
«,Ts
h,Ts

›LWCRF
DT .
(4)
1
›Ts «,h s
FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for the relation between IWP and «.

The reason why Rei becomes larger when the atmosphere warms is unclear: it may be related to a change
in the tropical circulation under warming conditions.
The tropical circulation has been reported to become
weaker as the atmosphere warms (Vecchi and Soden
2007). It can be speculated that, if the tropical circulation in NICAM becomes weaker under warming
conditions (Satoh et al. 2012, 2015), ice nucleation becomes less active and collisional growth occurs more
efficiently among ice particles with slower vertical flow.
Consequently, the ice particles grow larger and Rei
becomes larger. This issue is beyond the scope of the
present analysis and may be explored in detail in the
near future.
When discussing the t i and « values of cirrus in the
tropics, Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate that, of the different
hydrometeors, snow plays an important role in contributing to t i and «. Note that this large contribution is
related to the definition of the snow category in NDW6.
In NDW6, snow is categorized as aggregates and originates from aggregation between cloud ice particles
(Seiki and Nakajima 2014). As the definition of snow
categories is different between models, the quantity of
precipitating hydrometeors such as snow is still uncertain in models.
We determined that the NDW6 simulation exhibits a
change in the COD to global warming at the same IWP
because of the change of Rei . Subsequently, we estimate

For the NDW6 simulation, the values of h and « of
cirrus clouds in the present climate are 18.96% and
0.49, respectively, and the response to global warming
is 1.54% and 20.03, respectively. The value of Ts in the
present climate and its response to global warming are
approximately estimated to be 300 K and 4 K, respectively. We incorporate the fixed anvil temperature
hypothesis (FAT; Hartmann and Larson 2002), in
which Tc is assumed to be unchanged under the global
warming condition. With these values, it is found that
the portions of dLWCRF attributed to the changes in h,
«, and Ts are estimated as 2.7, 22.08, and 2.28 W m22,
respectively. These values imply that the impact of the
change in « of cirrus clouds is comparable to the impact
of the change in h, but with an opposite sign. These
results indicate that the change of LWCRF is mainly
dominated by the change of Ts. Although the change of
LWCRF due to the change in «, under the global
warming condition, is cancelled by the effect of cloud
fraction change the effect of « is nonnegligible and
causes negative feedback of LWCRF. We found that
effective radius prediction of ice hydrometeors is important for a more accurate evaluation of LWCRF in
the climate projection. In addition, the contribution of
the precipitating ice hydrometeor, which is categorized
as snow in this study, to the LW radiative effect is found
to be nonnegligible. This finding is informative for the
climate modeling community using conventional
GCMs, because with a few exceptions, most GCMs do
not predict precipitating solid hydrometeors (e.g.,
Gettelman et al. 2008, 2010; Morrison and Gettelman
2008; Salzmann et al. 2010).
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FIG. A1. The visible cloud fraction in each season of NSW6
(blue) and NICAM-AMIP (green) and in boreal summer of NDW6
(red). The standard deviation of each season in NICAM-AMIP are
shown as vertical bars and the small green dots are the result of
each year in NICAM-AMIP.

5. Concluding remarks
This study examined the cloud feedbacks simulated
by NICAM with two different cloud microphysics
schemes, namely, the single-moment bulk cloud microphysics scheme NSW6 and the double-moment
cloud microphysics scheme NDW6. This study is the
first attempt to investigate how clouds respond to a
warming atmosphere and, as a result, how cloud feedbacks change when single- and double-moment cloud
microphysics schemes are implemented in the global
nonhydrostatic model with explicit cloud processes. In
calculating cloud feedbacks, we used the radiative
kernel proposed by Zelinka et al. (2012) to facilitate
consistent comparison of our results with the CMIP5/
CFMIP2 results. Our main results are as follows:
1) NICAM shows a large response in cirrus clouds to the
warming atmosphere with both cloud microphysics
schemes, NSW6 and NDW6, and 2) the large LW cloud
feedbacks in NICAM can be mainly attributed to an
increase in cirrus clouds in the tropics (308S–308N),
although the increase of cirrus in NDW6 extends to
midlatitudes.
To reveal the characteristic behaviors of simulated
cirrus clouds by NICAM, we further investigated the
microphysical and optical properties of cirrus clouds.
The simulation with NDW6 shows a prominent improvement in cloud ice simulation, although both
simulations (NSW6 and NDW6) underestimate IWP
in the tropics compared with observations. We
deconvoluted the factors contributing to LWCRF responses to global warming (dLWCRF) in the tropics
and found that dLWCRF due to cirrus clouds mainly
originates from a cloud fraction change but is partly
reduced by the decrease in emissivity through

FIG. A2. As in Fig. A1, but for the LW cloud feedbacks attributed
by all clouds.

increased Rei. The fixed Rei assumed in NSW6 possibly
causes systematic positive biases in estimating LW
feedbacks under the global warming condition. We
suggest that accurate estimations of the ice effective
radius and optical properties (e.g., emissivity) including precipitating hydrometeors are issues that
should be addressed.
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APPENDIX
Season Variation Estimation
In this appendix, we address the seasonal variation of
the cloud fraction change and the LW cloud radiative
feedbacks in NICAM by using the 20-yr AMIP-type
experiment (Kodama et al. 2015). Figure A1 plots the
seasonal global mean visible cloud fraction for NSW6
and NDW6, and compares the results with the 20-yr
NICAM-AMIP experiment (Kodama et al. 2015) to
address the seasonal variation in visible cloud fraction.
In this figure, the cloud fraction in NSW6 in the present
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climate fluctuates between 53% and 54%, while the
20-yr mean cloud fraction in NICAM-AMIP experiment fluctuates between 53% and 56% with the standard deviation around 1%. Figure A2 compares the
seasonal variation of the LW cloud radiative feedbacks
performed by NSW6, NDW6, and the 20-yr NICAMAMIP experiment. NICAM-AMIP data are divided
into four (boreal) seasons: spring [March–May (MAM)],
summer [June–August (JJA)], autumn [September–
November (SON)], and winter [December–February
(of the next year; DJF)]. The annual variation of each
season fluctuates from 0.2 to 0.3 W m22 K21 in NICAMAMIP. Also, the seasonal variation of cloud feedbacks,
which can be also treated as the seasonal variation of
cloud responses to the global warming, is around 2%, as
shown in Fig. A1. Since that the annual variation of
cloud feedbacks is in the range from 0.2 to 0.3, one may
expect similar annual variation may also be found in
NSW6 and NDW6 when the long-period integration is
available for these two experiments.
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